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MANAGING ORGANIZATIONAL CONFLICT
WREN so USE COLLABORATION, BARGAINING AND-POWER APPROACHES

Conflicts are norma140,the natural consequences. of human
interaction in an organizational setting.

myriad of overt or hidden reasons.

They can occur for a

For example, an individual

interacting with otheis on aproject is upset because'he feels a
colleague is getting-preferential treatment in relationship to
himself:

the internalistmss he experiences causes him to subvert

the normal work process!, trying to gain the preferential treatment

for himself,4ereby setting up "conflict-problems" within the
organization.

Harmony within an. organization can also be destroyed by

and crises that breed disagreement and tensions,
causing disruptive conflicts within the- enterprise.

For example,

in such an external crisis situation, those in position' of authority
can become so involved with the "life-arid-death" issues and tasks
4
of survival that they neglect to give attention to the needs of those
.

around them.

They, in turn, build up an eroding feeling of resentment

and
This article is about Conflict Management.

It is aimed at

conflict managers (Ck) faced with the responsibility- of resolving
the internal or external conflict problems confronting their own
organizations that are judged to be harmful to the system and whose
deletoriciut impact requires remedial intervention.

The first step

is the formulation of a Contingency Theory for managing the particular

6

conflicts eroding the enterprises in order for the cgto have a,
conceptual framework for knowing what action to take and when.-

CONTINGENCY THEORY
In order to understand the framework in which the Contingency
Theory operates, it is necessary to define the methods normally
applied to the understanding ard handling of conflicts;

(I)

Conflict Studies:

non -dynamit approach where
the scholar seeks only to
understand

(2)

Conflict Resolution: An attempt to solve the
problem once and for all

(3)

Conflict Management:

.

dynamic, ongoing approach
where a CM recognizes problems
and acts. to use .the energy they

generate to improve the organization
.

The Conflict Manager accepts:conflicts as normal and natural
events and, is prepared not only to take the'necessary action to

resolve the disputes, but to harnesi the energy generated by these

.conflicts.__By_suchaction_he wjaLialmaxt_the_organization_as well
as the individuals.

The causes of conflicts are innumerable and managing them is
a. cooplex: process calling for a variety of interrelated and integrated
approaches.

Thus, a conflict management theory contingent upon the

situation is required.
Organizational theorists in the early 'and mid-19604s focused

on the impact of tasks and the external environment on the enterprise:I

4

3.

Their" work emphasized that there is no "best" way to design the

organization's structure, "since approptiate structure is contingent
upon the variations in both task and- environment, as well, as the

needs of individuals and-groups within the organization.

4

These
-.-

studies have led to a body of literature called Contingency Theory.
As Thomas and Pennii put it,
"Au effective -paradigm incorporates.

what

might

be termed- a 'situational' -or--icontingencyl framework, a point of view reflected in much of the'
current theoretical and empirical work- in- organizational. theory. There is a primary .emphasis
.
upon diagnosis- and the assumption that it is

self-defeating to adopt .a 'universally' applicable
set of .principles and guidelines for effecting

60

change or managing 'conflict

Accordingly, it is proposed herein that the appropriate conflict.
management mode is contingent upon a diagnosis of the causes and
the- existence of certain preconditions, froM, whiCh a -Continyncy
Theory of Conflict Management. is established.
There are three major Conflict Management .approaches from

which-a-manager can

to felate a Contingency Theory appropriate

to the problems and disputes disrupting am organization

Collaboration,

Bargaining and Powervlay_. "While -none of these is appropriate for

every situation; neither is any one used without consequence.

One

strategy might .beo "best for organizational improVement, while another

(albeit appropriate) may cause the most problems fOr the enterprise.
The objective is so be. guided by a 'normative theory of organizational

8

t

'

effectiveness and to use it whenever possible; however; where the
diagnosis Of the problems reveals that the nonnative -position will
not "cure" them, the Conflict -Manager- thiluledesign a Contingency
.

.

Theory strategy aanowhere between the idealistic (normative) and

realistic (one of the three Conflict Management approaches),

If the organization- in which the various units and people

-

are conflicting has a healthy mix of tasks, environmental conditions,
internal structures and procedures, -human and other 'resources thF,°
Conflict Manager might opt for a mixed strategy bttween two 'or more
of the management approaches to solve the dilemma.
r rrorsobs.

THREE baNFLICT MANAGEMENT MODES:

PREFERENTIAL CONTINGENCIES

Collaborative: This theory maintains that people should

surface their differences (get them out in the open) and then work
on the problems until they have attained mutually satisfactory
_solution-5:

This .approach assumes that people will be motivated

expend the time and energy for 'such problem-solving

activity..

_ - --It- tries---to-exploit--the -possible -mutual-gains -of -the-parties in

the dispute andiriews tho conflict as a creative force pushing
them to achieve an improved state of affairs to which both sides
are fully ccmnxtted.
.%s,

Bargaining: This mode for managing conflicts assumes that

neither party will emerge satisfied trail the confrontation but
that both, through negotiation, C11n get smething. they do not have

at the start, or more of something they-need, usually ty giving up,

9

rr

A

5.

something of lesser importance.

One party generally wins more than

-4the other; by the skillful use of .tactical trades, he can get the

pamintupcesible from the;other side.

.

0

Sometimes the tactics used.

in trading are underhanded and create bad feelings.

In the end,

when an *agreement is reached, it is 'usual; enforced by a written
contract with' sanctions -iticase of non- compliance.

In the event no

agreement is-reached, a thill-party mediator may be employed to
bind the sides to eventual arbitration.
.

Power-flay.:

This mode differs from** other-two approaches

because its emphasis is on self-interest.

Whereas, in collaboration

and baigaining the two sides come together to try and resolve their

_problems, when per is. the dominant Mode, the actions are -unilateral
or in coalitions acting unilateraily...All of the pow-er technician's

,

resources are unleashed against his opponent to win on a given issue
or a long-range program.. .He gives neither internal-commitment nor

,

does he agree to external 'sanctions guaranteeing compliance to joint
4

decisions:

Collaboration is the most preferred strategy for the good of
the enIetpriSe_hecause:

promOtes authentic,inte.xpers_ona"

it is.a Creative force for innovation and improvement;

(3) it enhances feedback and.infornation flow, ana(4) it has a way
.

.

.

of Meliorating the climate of the organization so that there is
-more openness, trust, risk-taking and good feelings of integrity.4
Bargaining is the second most preferred alternative:'

It is an

approach that, at the least, bring the parties together and it can
lead- to binding them together to joint decisions.

It gets the sub-

.

.a

stantive issues out on the table where they can be better understood

10

a.

O

6.

and acted upon.,

It alloys .for interaction on the problem.

,;

Pcifer'play is the least desirable method for organizational
effectiveness (although it may' bee the inost desirable .approach for

I'

'

an individual who has the potential. forkwinning). Generally,,. aggressive

and hostile feelings exist between those locked iii a pater struggle,.

shutting off tosounicatlak and interaction. Vicious gosaip may en:s'uo,
causing- floors and otherwise distorting information. All .of this ,tends
to drive information underground se that .the- organization- and the)

.

parties involved cannot learn- from -their experiince since the is little
4.

'honest feedback. A large amouni _of sabotage and non- compliance talCia
place

People' acting in their uwnselfiinterest

which harms the system.

often: subvert the Organization:

-

4

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE THREE MMES

COLLABORATION:
s'

The collborative approgli cannonly u$ed in organizationdeirelop-

ment (OD), is. a airly carefully defined theory and method for =king
conflict---The..04_ first' causes each sideto expose Its problems aM
disagreements with the other side and--ipexchinge *formation openly

and wifliftglyCicieally, the adversariei then,inteilict.Ontil they arrive
at Mutually satisfactory and 'citativel(options whicli allow them to -achie. ve
wolkable soluiions. Sometimes the process- stagnates liecause the parties

involved are too close to the issues to perCeive alternate

4

approaches',. -or

because they may be too protective of underlying restraining' fOrces.to
ti

permit full expostire ofthe issues.

The CM can

then bring in Qr. act as a third-

,-

party facilitator to help clarify the problem, iharpen the issues, find.
conoonalities, the greater skill; syndirtinize4 tidef And space, squally?,

I

e

7.

,

.

. 11

_te

restructure and make the process more constructive, diagnose de
.

restraining.forces in i more objective way and, generally, give.needed
He is, however, meaebk a facilitator, and does not participate

support.
.

.

.

.

in making the decision' Or-even become too involved in the substance

of the problem

.
.

.. ,
4

The clergy derived from conflict orientations and feelings is

1

.

A
.

viewed as-creative tension which then provides eXcess energy for
.

.

problem solving and innovative-ihprovement.

;.

".

.
-

In order for constructive.
..

'

confrontation to occur, a supportive organizational climate.(e.g.:trust)
,
.

.

f

t

.

.

,

'4'must exist; furthermore, the parties involved-must ,be skillful and proficient.

at problem solving activities or they must use the%skills of a third.

81

t

party facilitator.

.4"

POWER:

/.

Except in authoritarian situations where employers rule by

'

command; power strategists are covert,, their tactics undefined in

direct contrast to collaborationists or bargainert whose openness and

definition of problems are the principal ingredie* of resolution.
People who play power games do sOinstinctively, using information
.

strategically
Consequently,

an/
c/1

,

revealing as little as possible to the opponent.

t much is known about the theoretical framewqrk foY

Using power.Y Cobvioui. power tactics that could enhance the power_

tactician's/position in the organ ization:ire:

.

manipulating and hoarding

.

scarce information; systematically engaging, in. acts of sabotage and

non-complifnce; forming and joining coalitions to serve a purpose;
flm
becomin g withdrawn or autonomous in order to resist the influence of
4

others; creating conditions of uncertainty for others and certainty
-.

12
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for himself; giving out and collecting on favors; coopting;
using
force or threats of force.

The basic idea of

act in his -awn self-interest, to bias

other

the per

people's perceptions of

his,irotential power and.to gain favorable outcomes

at the expense

of

player is to

for

himself, usually

others.

-However, we know-little about -how these strategemS
are best'

ti

.

eskployeiii, nor the consequences, the outcomes, theround rules.
and the

limits

of .the - approach.

Power strategies are difficult-to.-research-

because they are so:secretive and are observable .mainly in
the lozin
of results instead'

of processes.

What

we 'do know is

that parer.' tactics

are extremely self-interest oriented and' information is used
most
stiategically and unilaterally.

Power tactics are qualitatively

different fran.bargainink, and diametrically different from
collaboration
in.-both of ,these

'The Thiid-Party authority 'person (or groui)),
plays the ultimate

role. -"When conflict management or- power - players fail ,to
resolve conflicts
in a manner satisfa'ctory to the organization's best
interests, -theMithOrity,per'Sar, steps in- and-takes -over.
.

of the

organization's- interests

and

as

He is the ultimate protfistor
.

such, establishes the optimal

limits of the brganizational tolerance for_power

st.xugglesRather_thail_

lielin.ng people or groups ,in conflict to work through their
differ,encee,

Ahe authority.
-

the solutions.

.

A

-

.4itect

Generally, his method

Mid incisive: he dismiSseipeople. from the organization, legis--

lates new rules7-restructures the hierarchy and makes judgments about

-:the merits of

the.cale; Finally,

it: or else:) from the

iarties

he elicits external commitments-

in disput

("do

9.

BARGAINING:

As an approach to conflict management, this bargaining method contains,
'elements analogous to both collaboration and. power.

It resembles

the- collaborative process' because it is a systematic theory-and,--

method which, in some of its formi,. alloWs for collaboration between

negotiators.? It can certainly lead to collaboration once pater
parity and trust have been established.

Bargaining also achieves a-

common solution which, while it might lack .the strong internal commit-

ment of the disputant.4, is at least conciliatory and congruent with
some overall organizational purposes.

Commitments reached are often guaranteed by legalistic sanctions.
Yet4 the difference between bargained resolutions and, -power -won

resolutions is that the legal sanctions arrived at through bargaining
derive from a process whereby the disputants themselves agree to the.
resolutions and are irrevocably committed to them.

In power play, those

in conflict tend to push the rules as far as thet-can, their sole limit
the endangerment of their jobs.

They have little or-no commitment to

_anything except their fear of :losing.
______

The use of the third party mediator in the bargaining mode-is

different from his facilitator counterpart (used inIthe collaboration
40,

mode)-bedause-he-has-the-pewer-of-decisiOn7--HoweverT-it-must-bc
pointed out that dUring arbitration of a bargaining session, the
conscientious mediator will engage.in the same conciliatory .procedUres

as the facilitator; i.e. helping and encouraging the parties to arrive
at mutually acceptable solutions.

He will leave aside his mandatory

authority and his more active initiatives until and unless the two sides
prove irreconcilable.

14
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There is a facet to bargaining that is sinilae-tolvier7strategies:
the parties :are encouraged to represent their self-interest.

However,

unlike those who use the power approach, the bargainers -make -these

interests known by putting them on the bargaining-agenda.

Also, they

are prepared to cempromise.these interests to, improve their lonvrange
4sw

position and for the overall good of the organization.

Information. is-

used strategically as well, but eventually is shared (although it may

not always be truthful or accurate) so that there will be abasisfor
The opposing parties divulge what they want and what they

negotiation.

are prepared to relinquish in order to get it.

Try prioritize their

demands.

In other words, in pure power-play, the end justifies the means:

But this tactic in bargaining is mitigated by the fact that a long-term
relationship is being developed.

Thus, the patties consciously try -to

arrive at equitable resolutions which "down-the-line" will not engender
renewed dissatisfaction and

on either side.

Even when they

do not achieve full measure of that for which they are bargaining, the.
parties assume that they will

meet

again. to negotiate further.. The next

time aiound,.they are:often prepared-to

"give" on

a tuiltantiVe issue -in

order to assure a more effective process (or a debt of reciprocity). on
an ongoing basis,

On the

other, hand, power strategists-take-all tiler--

can and Ow: as little as possible at any time.
Thus, at either extreme, are the collaborative and power approaches
The gap between them is great.

to conflict.

Collaboration is benevolent

and systematic; power is survival-oriented and intuitive.

Vhere-the former

er

is optimistic, the latter is,often aireactive back-up

15'
4

positiim which

has

as its purpose to coexist with conflicts rather than to. attest to
Manage them,.

Bargaining, therefore, can be viewed as a theoretical

"connecting bridge" between- the 'moit salutary (collaboration) and the-

most-destructiveWM.1 uses of conflict-energy.

Only when the

power tactician's forces have been neutralized to the point of a
standoff between him (it) and the opposition, can the bargaining mode
be implemented effectively.

This -is possible because it utilizes many

of the. motivational factors of each.of the others extreme mocis.4.Since
e_

-harmony and full cooperation between forces is generally the organization's stated objective,bargainingshould be viewed and used by both

parties as an introductory method by-which an-on-going system of
.

collaboration is to be achired.

8

The first item on the bargaining agenda Should-be agreement to
release information heretofore private to both sides.

Item by- item,

such information ifs exchanged' until a degree of poiver parity has been

reached. The conflict energy thereby generated becomes the collaborative'
problem-solving resource of the organization.

Figure-I on.theriext page illustrates the raraOitiiirbetweenthe three iirategies. 'Note espedially, the distance between per and

collaboration; Sae& use:of bargaining as a.half-way strategy between
the two:

,

1 -6

12.

FIGURE 1:

Collaboration

.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STRATEGIES

- a theory and method for managing conflict
- achieve dawn solutions to which there is
commitment
- open use of information
- use of 3rd party facilitator
- use conflict energy creatively for win/win
.-.work on interpersonal relations
- problem solve

-'a theory:andleedicdfor managing conflict
- achieve common solutions
- use of 3rd, party mediator

Bargaining
- self-interest oriented
use information strategically.
- legalistic sanctions
- end (often) justifies means,

r'

.Pdwer

-.self-interest oriented
- use information strategically
- legalistic sanctions
end.justifies means
- covert
- use of 3rd party authority persons to decide
outcomes

.

*A

4
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F O R M U L A T I N G A-CONTINGENCY THEORY O R - WHEN TO ,USE

The determination of when to use whieh approach - orwhich

eombination.depuh

agnosis of the causes of

conflict

and the presence or-absence of certain preconditions.

DIAGNOSIS

.

A rule of thumb in contingency theory is that the preicriptionet

.

is only made _after a careful diagnosit of the problem.

The CM

has to determine whether the causes.arepersonal, interperson4l-,

intergroup,environMental oi.a.combination thereof.
When.indiVidual stress mounts and influences an employee's

work and relationships in the'enterprise, it is an organizational
.

conflict.

.

Regardless.of the origin of these personal tensions (they

may, for example., result from marital problems or psychological pathologies), the CM has only a. few tools for dealing with the situation.

Hecan engage in a.one-to-one relationship with t4employee and try'
through counseling and coaching tO help manage the problem.

He can

recommend personal therapy and hope that the problem will thereby be
resolved.

He can, .where possible, act on the. organization in favor

of the individual (e,g. help to accommodate his values, try to adjust
-both organization and individual expectations).

He can dismiss or

transfer the person.

Most personal problems are also interpersonal in complex organizaticns, because people must interact on the job.

Even ihdividual:,

issues become interpersorial conflicts when an unhappy employee comes
into contact with his work group.

Interpersonal disputes are more easily

.f4

18

14.
4

d when the CtLisable-to-aet---sk-i-ilfulras-a-thrfd part77-ficilitator;. when: the organization is willing to -spend -tile- and mane);
to engage in team-building and problem solving activities-; when the

various task roles are well-designed or structured; and when_the
-parties -can- (Verify negatiate with themselves and the system fox their

*alma self-interests.
.

,
eIntergroup disputes increase the complexity of the conflicts in

.

the, organization: ut are still manageable. Here the 04 must develop

for either getting the
.techniques
..,
.

.

groups
.

.

.openly, to explore
.

.-

-.

their mutual

.

,.'benefits and to:problem-solve their differences or to negotiate a more
..

-_

%

.

f. aimal contract of ,resolution.' Another Alternative is to try to design

an organization where units. interact as little as possible and-mach is..-.

able to"maximize its. mat self-interest.. For the reasons mentioned above,
.

.

however, the collabdrative approach is most preferred for organizational
effectiveiless. 9

'for sane years, organizational theotists.-hmie leg' -aware of the- --.
.

-

.

impact of the external
-environment on the organizat-ion: Indeed,. -human
/
.

enterprises are labelled "open systems" to connote the permeability of
their boundaries with events and inputs from their environment. The
.

,

.

.

organizational system must carry on a responsive exchange-with its
external enviranment .or it AiMply ceases to

exist."

Related to the above, a fourth category of organizational conflicts
can exist between competing organizations experiencirigconflicting-self-

interests. Sometimes these competing systems are external to the organitation-and-sornetimes-they-are.internal_sibsystems acting_as if they were

external organizations (e:g. unions).. In every case, these competing
e

19
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.

Organizations want to take from the system with which they are in
conflict, economic resources, legitimate authority,-popular support,
the symbols Of bqwer, and other resources that are scarce and are
valued by the organization.

The tools-for resolving-interorganizational and environmentally
impoted disputes are at best primitive,

11

However, bargaining and

per strategies are more likely tabe effective to these situations
This is due to the lack of'common

than the collaborative approach.

authority structure, the competition for scarce yesourbes and the .°

difficulty associated with perceiiiingmutual interests-at is hard
-to-trust & confederation of separate entitiesi.12
--_,

.

-- One formioi environmental pressure thit-haslately-gained"in
.

importance and against which the 0.1 unfit, use-his

most persuasive-powers

and, tola lesser extent; his bargaining tactics, is the profligatiii

of -

*..
The people associated with these

revolutionary and adversary groups.
s,

.

-.

-

groups 'exist to 'scrutinize and:question.not'only the.actiOnspf the.

enterprise but, sometimes, Challenge iti actuar.existence.

Collaboration

is not likely to be an effectil,4 strategy here because, asOppenheimer
says in discussing revolutionary movements,

"...:hence any oppotition.must be iftal opposition,
prepared for;prison,'exile, and hopefully, ultimate
revolution --the symbol 'compromise' enjoys a'bad
reputation aliaost on a par with 'opportunism.' Compromiser§ are therefore perceived as betrayers. When
independence or liberation is achieved, the-moderato
are_dealt,with; objectively, they had sided with the
enemy:','--.
A

Most of these-environmental-forces rely on public support for
their -attacks .against the, syttem,

Thus, -the more -the radical orgini-

20
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zation can do to assure its public legitimacy, the better-it is for
Figure 2 below summarizes these systemic levels of organi-

the group.

zationil conflict.

FIGURE. 2;

t
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PRECONDITIONS

'el

Diagnosis of the caUiei.ok-conflict is related to- assessing

'whether or not the conditions forusingany, one approach do, in fact)

different-conflict

exist. ThrMj or
management approaches are stated below.

They are `Listed- according

to the author's interpretations of whit constitutes themost to the
least criterion.

Thus, under Collaboration,' the most important preI

21:
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condition" is required interdependence.

Resolving substantive issues
Power-tactics may work well when

--is the prime function of Bargaining.

the power is in the hands of legitimate authority.
.

4

COLLABORATION
-C011aboration

Is

is

best 'employed when a combination of factors

exist which assures the method sane reasonable degree
There are four major prerequisites
order of importance they are:

for using

of

success -:_

'collaboration.

In

required interdependence, power

parity,.evident mutual interest and organizational

support.

Let us examine them separately:.

Required Interdepindence,
This refers _to- the requirement for persons and groups ,in

the enterprise to collaborate in order to .accomplis h the task.
.

.----

J

.

..

Some-attribute-the-source-

,

.

of

this requirement

to

the external

environment because the nature of the tasks deperlds; on the product
...

which, in turniAs dependent .On-both environmental inputs and
environmental demands.

:

To surface disagreements and work them through .req

Les

4

a .considexable commitment of time,, energy and emotions.

It is

questionable whether veople will (or should) invest thentselyes
to manage .a dispute that. is not eompelling. People should be

required to manage their differences openly only.when they cannot
.

accompl-i-sh-thirwor

Power Parity
Interdependence between individual groups, departments

'4

4
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or factions is more

an simply acting a role to accomplish .a task

and reach an objecti

.

.

It is also having a real and equal stake

in the outcome, and due to this, sense no constraints in the
collaborative relationship to interact frankly, even to deal firmly
with conflict when necessary.

A kind Of power parity Must exist

wherein the parties .are neither dependent .nor counter-dependent.

Rather, they should feel free to interact -and use all their resources
to further the total organizational objectives.

While the parties

may recognize that they hold different rank in the organizati-on, if
they cannot put aside-status and authority differences in -order to

work together for the-common objective, then, by definition, there
cannot be tine collaboration on work.

In.many instances, the power parity involved in collaborating
will, vary directly accordingto the compelling nature of the task.

When the task is demanding (e.g. a short-term crisispfextremely
importantconiequence for the organization), people will Want t6
workaroluntarny'at full capacity, without being "hung up" about
power relationihips, for the-good of-the.enterpfise. .0t4r times,

it may -be necessary to gm* persons at the:samelevel of-the
hierarchy (peers) to get the task accompliihed.'. Or, some of these
.

dYs.functional vertical authority 'relationships may have to be

,
---;---------;-4'.

resolved for productivity, to exist.

EVident Mutual-Intereti
I

The person or group in conflict must expefience-a "felt" need
that leads him/it to want to work on the diqagreement.

.,

23

This is

.

related to the two requisites cited above.

But in addifion to a

compelling organizatiorial reason and feeling enough parity. to be

able to 5o14aborate, the parties themselves must be motivated
Ther motivation often depends on- whether the mutlial,gains are
self-evident.

-

The cannon. goals , positives feelingi and ,possible beneiii; tiat

,

could accrue krom'sudi a process need to be elaborated.,..ktfiird
.

_

party facilitator to the dispute, because he it not involved directly,
may be able to help uncover and clarify the mutual incentives.

Or,

the relationship, itself may have to-be -tested and evolve (e.g. in

terms. of building trust) before such Open conflict management behavior
is possible,.

.

Organizational Support
When-.there

is

required interdependence,, power parity

and

a

"felt" need (evident mutual interest) provoking the will to engage

in the process, then the' fourth prerequisitecanesintogby:
the extent to which there is orgarazationa.

It

is

support for such -behavior.

.

Unless complex organizations can actually stpre up some energy
beyond simply existing (homeOstiSis), they will not be able to engage
in organizational improvement programs.

by-crisis mode

and -their

They will assume a-management-

goal will be restricted to mere survival.

There must exist other-directed excess energy to engage in conflict
management programs.

rf, however, the organization can-be made tovrecognize that its
lOng-term survival depends on planning changes for-Improvements, it
will realize the importance of giving support to such efforts.

.

One
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,
rI

.

.

.1

way to prevent crisis-managementis to
.. 1defuse the

i

.

incipient crises.

.

by working them throug h. while they, are still corglicts. Mi)reover,
..

)

..;

)

.

.

using the energy, of a conflict; to.arrive at a crpative sblution to
the problem will promote innovation:and generate" ingenious alternatives

,

=

to organizational dilemmas Further; when felt tensions are made
public; information leadfng to bigger organizational probIeips may. be -

,

recognized. - This feedback may .1.ead to modification and improved.

perfotmgnce which,'in turn,

coukd IRAs:Ito-extra

.

survival

capital'

c

.

,

Using the collaborative strategy, considerable organizational

1-

.
resolftos are needed to

manage conflict effectively. .Such-d4rOgraim

usually requires. 'a commitment 1 time, money an energy. The organization

(iricluding top executives) should engage in a co lat;orative mode,

6.

system-wide, so that the' norms; -rewards and punishments of the-enter()

prise

'changed to encourage- such behaVil HoWever, since most

"people are unaccustomed to open disagreement, particularly.with someone
.

.

of higher organization rank'sisurance must be given that such behavior
..

will not draw reprisils.,
To confront one another effectively, and if= emerge wi.th.'the

problem resolved' also .requiAs skills. Learning how to cdounicate

.

.

I

=

'effectively, how to synchronize the process, wheri .and,how to use a

.

third party, how to engage' in effective problemlolving, and how, tb,

keep the tension level moderate for optimal resu4ts, require4 skills.
that can be taught. A t the mbment, ,many. .organizitions undoubtedly

view such constructive openness asdeviArit 'However, once they are
.

a

convinced of the long-term benefits to be gained-through the inclusion

of donflict:Alanagement programs, they shouldnot hesitate-to invest.

%

le
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4

the time, money and energy to train .and biAld the skills into the
organization that would manage conflicts through collaboration.
4

BARGAINING
-c-,

Bargaining is a strategy that requires workitg- together to
solve dispute$. It is best
used when theaforementioned requisites
,
.
epp

necessary for collaboration are not present.. It Must .be recognized
.

-

that a bargaining or compromising approach has significant disadvantages.

It may result in leaving neither party fulfilled-, Half l-a-loaf may be
better-than. none, but not when the bargaining tacti9,:are used-merely

.,, to%take advantage of the other, side: using -.Wen irifoimation for
strategic- counter-pqrpos'es rather than ,pr
f-'

ctive ones; withholding,

:

t

.'
information; bluffing and.,threatening;
insisting upori strict adherence
_

to the terms' and conditionS4existting
oral or written agreements
,

.

.

although they might be coiinter,productive to the organization;_ and

the imposition of sanctions for violations of same. Bargains arrived
.aunder such conditions establish a- wary and resentful climate. which,
when the quasi,ogreatie.nt is signed -and:operative, can sharpen into

personal feuds, which in turn can spieadinto an all-out power struggle
between the factions. Inelitably, such a quasi-agreement must proVe
.

dysfunctional for solvirig.emerging
pfoblems' %,. and- outside the framewbrk..i
-:
.
k
of the bargained, akreement it must
foster growing .attitudes of istruste
. ..
.
,
,
.
A n d d e l e t o r 4 1 : 6 9 1 stratagem -:4 .
t,
..
..

t

......

"

...4

.

-

,

.

.
.

, ....
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..

-

.

.

!,iiext .rouijd°Ot negotiations. Thys ! they generally
dchnot -proVide flor
...
,

..

.

,

I,.
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.

4
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:
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I

.

sdlutiont'a,Ccontraat). are often rigidly: limited_to a fixed date for the
is
. ,.

,

1

Another disadvantage is ,that the terms and conditions pf, legalistic

lo

.

't

%
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adiptiVeriess and flexibility according to environmental demands or for

Finally,

foilpiring opportunities for creative and proactive management.

when the goal of "beating the Other

beconics mbre-important--Ahaii'

the organizational objective of creating a

to

enhande and, improve the organiiation's.wotkingtatinosphere and modalities,.
r

the bargaining process becomes only a-tool reinforcing.. he counter.

prOdUctiire erosive process of the power struggle.'
.

-

. However, ,in a deadlock or 'revolt0 situation, where the organization's

.

I,

productivitir is affected and its survival threatened, the .power player,

.

.1

.

who has Over-piped his WA, has .64

chanting imminent total
A

'

take-oVer by a-third pirty authoritarian, 'in which event he iisk losing

ro-

4

all power_ and possibly his job; .or,_ opting to sub nit the issues to
.

bargaining,. targaining 7is only :meaningful to, the organization; however',

when the issues 'ate limited to the substantive so that agreements can be

reacad that .result in_power parity. Once this balance is attained, the
%!!.

stage is setWfor -dynaiiirc ddritlidt ifigarebient whidh can then-mow the/
''''''

-

-

-

-

parties. strategically *Maid a collaboratilte modO
,..

----SUbstantive ssues
V

No matter

haw good

the conflict management procedure is or how

s

want-to collaborate, they may remain -in' dispute over
.trith---the-iartzes
.

-

some issue, such as salaries, or .whiv9i method is Wit to accomplish an.
.-

-

...objective; even; over a philosophic difference. **es these issues.
r

//times of

the control of either party arid. are simply -due to

lay,

-

eimrirgivaental condition:

a'recessiOn, for example, 'leads

to

Scm

a

to

.scarciiy and sallries,iust be held at a certain level Or cut .back' a
;

as,
V
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work procedure or a safety measure about which both sides feel strongly
.but about which each must respect the other side's position.

In such

a case, they agree to disagree because in good conscience they cannot
abandon their own arguments and they concur at least to search for
O

and be receptive to some way to resolve the problem that mill be
mutually. acceptable.

It should be-possible to problem-solve most organizational
conflicts by attempting to find, creative new alternatives. that will
I

help both -parties.

However, this is not alWays successful, even when

,there are good intentions on both-sides.

Batgaining. is a method

designed- to help resolve substantive issues. A "breakthrough" is
encouraged, by compromising, when the parties in dispute are bogged
i

.

dom.

4

Bargaining forces a solution through binding arbitration (albeit

a decision) that may not be entirely satisfactory to either pirtyl.
The emphasis in bargaining is. to solve the substantive prOblem.

All

other considerations tuch as being .conscious of the relationship, the
protedure, the climate and other -related dimensions to the prOblem that

may ditract froii the substantive issue must

'be

seat aside.

Gaining Power Parity

,

Sometimes the required interdependence between individuals or
factions is not great enough to make collaboration compelling, or
advisable.

The climate,..hieraichical relationships and non's of the

enterprise may not support, confrontive

problem-solving behavior:

a

person who confronts his boss with a valid criticism may be' punished

"4
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later; a person exposing his differences to the opposition
divulge information

that, would later be used

could

against him. An

intelligent approach for the indiVidual(s) who does not feel
enough eqdalify or leverage

in-the_ relatigaship would-be to

test

his influence with minor suggestions; if he sees dick are accepted
S

graciously, it

Would- indicate

the Other,(6) is ready to work together

effectively and witfiout reprisals.
Bargaining, as

indicated,

is .a method for winning power parity.

Just getting.infO: trading tOSItitin Wanes- -s-ane- equality,. at--eich--- :side recognizes

that the other has something of. value to offer and/or

withhold .that which
act of

trading

and the

and

is needed. or

can .be tied- by the other. The acitial

iomptanising highlightrtlie-lifFOT .assumed. strength

influence of Bath party within*the-Orglinization.

process, the power

w.

*In, this

posiiior of,-each side. is clearly. defined in

ditett

ratio to the information it reveals to the other, the concessions iit
makes, the punishment or penaltiet. it can iimcSe.
Lack Of Organizational_ aStgiport

_

.

Bargaining does not require Itighl*y "developed conflict management
machinery to

.

function. That is, the organiiation does not have .to

:build the infrastructure -of 'a supportive Climate; skill .building;

norms

of openness and = confrontation and interperSoital .t-itSt- that are- essential

to make' the collatOrative apprOach successful. 'such -Machinery usually
develops

later 'when- the bargaining' process stabilizes. through achieve-

-rent of power iparitk.. However., for

one:

gtota; to, organize and martfialt
4

itS .grievances in order tp- take

demands.

g9

of another

and

-then force:

as.

interaction to Come to a decision, is straight-forwaid and easily
beg9h if the grievances are backed by any degree of power.

Therefore,

when tild conflict management machinery is not weWdeveloped but some
"coalition is possible around issues to gain power parity, the Bargaining
mode is most useful..

Moving Towards_ Collaboration

It must be reiterated that-Bargaining is a bridge between the
Power mode and the Collaborative mode.' It is a lever by which to move

a system towardsCollaboration.

Ironically, inthe event that a

majority (or .the per fietioi) of the 'System's membership is reluctant
to accept the importance of collaborative problem-solving (such as the

granting of per parity relationships, fostering new norms, etc.); a
meaningful threat by the anti-power faction to unleash all of its own
power arsenal in a win -lose struggle often turns the situation around,

cementing once and for all a power parity relationship between the
factions.

Once a bargaining mode has been established and power parity

therefrom has gained equal recognition of rights, needs and the "good
faith" and trust potential of the opiaiing factions, and these, as well

. as theAnterpkrSonal dynamics, have been tested and proven; the .conflict
management machinery can be fully implemented.
<

.

In some industries and organizations where the bargaining mode is
-the established method for settling differences, opposing factions have

been utilizing informaLarbitration rather than the hard "give and take"
procedures of formal bargaining sessions.

The savings in time, energy,

money and emotions reflected in the organization's goal achievements

..f-

".,. 4

r

Ile-
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results

in

most instances in a willingness on both sides to set up

conflict-management Machinery to handle not only issues in conflict,
but to seek--out--ancl-detect sources of potential conflict whiCh can be

.40

.

collaboratively problem-solved before they become dynamic issues.
Some of the

older

union-management relationships, such as the

steel industry_, for exaaple,,have established enough parity- and trust
I.

-so that _they .are using_ informal arbitration and pre- problem solving

on .a continuing basis; thui, they are evolving liana bargaining mode

to-the collaborative mode.

POWER

A

pager strategy

to manage organizational conflicts depends on

certain environmental, intraorganizational and personal preconditions;
also.whether an individual has his own or an organizational perspective.
Power is basically different fran the.'other two strategies in that a

mutually acceptable solution to a problem is not the intended nor
expected outcome.

Rather; the power person(s) 'tries to exercise as

much,control. over fliers

the good-

of

themselves- or their organi-

zational interest) - -as possible.:

Before we list the preconditioni; let us examine the three major.
sides to power' dynamics in an organization:

-4

Formal- Authority (referred to earlier as "third-party authority").

This dimension of power is effectie to the extent that it is legitimate
and is believed. 'It backs up its authority with sanctions for noncompliance.

HoWever, scholars since Barnard have raised serious, qtiestions

'about the effectiveness of authority for exercising control over
others.

14

Crozier also points. ut that it is difficult ever to

31
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legislate behavior so closely that, the individual still lacks a lot

.

of discretion about his compliant behavior.15

Informal Influence is another aspect of per that -may come from
one'S.personal-leadership style, one's expertise, one's ability to
manipulate and persuade, or one's access to infoimal sources for
coercion (e.g. bladmail, physical force,. outside-the-organization
normative pressures).

Not everyone in authority has influence because'

it is an infqrmal source of poiter, pOwever, same :persons in authority

are also able to use their offices and other resources to acquire
influence.

.

This makes for a powerful combination.

.Autonomy is the third dimension to the power triangle ... the
ability to resist formal authority and infornial influence in favor of
one's own self-interests

Being autonomous-allows one to be his own

man, to control others by exercising complete control over self.

Using a per strategy may-be-most appropriate Wien the conditions
listed below are present:
FP

Under Conditions of leg_iiimate Authority
.

_

When the authority of an office is acdeptedby the subordinates
as having a right' to exercise control, the ineChanism may work well to

mandate the management of conflict.' For example, this may be a model
that will work for certain religious organizations, where authority
is inspired, or for the military, where those in authority have the
ability to put

omeone in jail or to dismiss him fromithe organization

for not following orders.

Authorities who'are so endowed,'and especially

where they also have influence, could redesign the rules for managing
conflicts, could command individuals to suppress their feelings or

3.2
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could coerce parties into using the collaborative format.

These

persons are able to design various strategies without giving as mtich
attention to compliance:

Under Conditions. otAutonany-

Perhaps.just as rarely as the above but still, in some instances*
a person may, in fact, be quite autonomous within the organization.

Some university professors or scientists (or other professionals) may

fit into thivcategory.

If few people can command or influence tMin
-

with any consequence, then they. may want to use their resistant powers
to preserve their independence.

However, if they should try to influence

others also, they are bound to lose some of their autonomy because, by so
doing, they extend rather than retreat.

To Cepewithtrisis or Routine
Where the organizational environment is so stable - as to create

internal conditions of routine; then the authority structure and the
Procedures acid. norms can became rather routinized .(via *ules- and job

descriptions, for exaMple).

This can lead to excessive control:

employees

.using-power tactics to make themselves'heard vis-a-vis rather "heavy
handed"'boses; 'per to subvert and manipulate undesirable practices.
Where the environment is so turbulent. that it threatens the very
survival -of the organization, the-tap,echelbn aiiministrators maynianage

by crisis.

In-times of crises,- those in authoritY4Ond,to assume

emergency-paters.- They may react even horeaggressivelyinctoppressively'
towards.otheis because they themselves are threatened.

Subordinates in

the organization will probably decide betweenegiving them emergency per
for the good of all concerned or using poker tactics to "actively resist

33
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them.

If management-by-crisis becomes a predaninant style, per struggles

Will almost certainly be employed..
External Threats
When some external force seeks to destroy for whatever teasel), it is
best to carbat -the aggressor by using pager tactics.

as mentioned Above, often
opposed to collaboration.

lack

Such organizations,

the incentive for or are philosophically

They may bargain if there is something to exchange.

In most cases, however, detente will be achieved through a balance of

per strategy.
9

A Desire or Need to Use Power
-Power is a possible alternative when it becomes clear that winning
is invninent.

For sane, it may seem imperative to "win" on a certain issue

for a number of-perfectly sound reasons,

sane of

them thought to be in the

organization's long-teim interest.' Others just want to win for personal
reasons.

They-say, why should a person bargain or c011aborate if he is

clearly- in a position to get his way, unless he is convinced it is somehow

more humane? ..The use of raw per is costly in the long-term, howeVer,
because others easily coalesce to carbat it, and it may alienate -important

people who have been supportive.

Consequently, although in the short- -term

it may be the best -Strategy, it can have a negative residual effect.

Some people have personality traits, non-otganizaticatal interests
and, psychological needs that .arm best seated by a power strategy;

They

may crave independence, dislike interaction and fear supervision, in which.
case theyprefer autonomy or withdrawal.

They may have basic needs,

derived from childhood experiences, that lead :them to want to sabotage,
gossip and subvert those in authority.

They might have strong needs to

t.
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be "somebody" and have- influence with others.

Thus, :they might opt

for a power setting in order to be more comfortable.

.

Some might simply

be more skilled at_politics and mmnipulaticin that at bargaining and
collaboration; so they choose what they do best.

IdeolOgical:OrientatiOns

The newspapers are full of accounts of government employees who
leak valuable information for the press.

The dimensions of the problem,

along with the values of the YouthMlovement, are of great concern to
many top executives in regird to recruitment.

Many employees are now

more loyal to their own moral code than they are to the principles °and

objectives of the organization in case of a clashbetweep practices and
values.

*Some persons working in an enterprise may become convincedthat
it or_parts of it are corrupt or socially irresponsible.
destroy it from within.

They seek. to

Others join with outside groups in causes that

are designed to overthrow the organization.

Others may -simply refuse'

to participate if they believe a course of action or policy is "wrong."

No Perceived Alternatives

When a working paiticipant feeli desperate, he may turn to
.power tactics for his own survival:

In this situation, because

he feels threatened, he is very dangerous.

In many organizational

settings there simply does not-exist the underlying trust,Sintere
;intent, organizational support, power parity or required interdependence
to use the. collaborative mode. -Bargaining also is not possible
-because the right issue and the right conditions are riot present

o
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to permit it to take ,place. Thus, per is the only viable remaining
alternative.
Research tells us that if a .person- or a group is desperate to
be heard (erg. the poor in the ghetto; sane low - level "participants in
a bureaucracy) or are extremely threatened, they are more likely to be
.

-

aggressive and hostile.16 -*ere there is little to lose, people might,
alto opt for the extreme ferns of power strategy. Thus, desperation-

forces persons to use this node - and` often, use it destructively:
CONCWSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

-For managers; settling disputes is central to itproving their
organizations. When
a -Ctifiefsat the real reasons for the power
_.
.

n.

dynamics in the enterprise, hecan often, disdover some basic motivators
of human behavior (e.g, self - interests). Since the per strategy-,

and to kw extent bargaining, operate at a. level of 'manipulating and
..

hoarding Scarce information, diagnosing the nature or_ certain conflicts

is analogous to getting- at the heart of the matter\
LtifOrturratelY, many organization developert ha4,puthed Col-labbration ,

to such an extent as the "best approach";

\

even when- it didn't "fit" the

\

situation - that they have ignored the organizational retiliiiet,
of the
<
-2.

worlds of power and bargaining. The Contingency Theory articulated herein

takes a. strong norgative position, but attempts to match it to reality.
It is -bound to help make better diagnoses of a given .sithatidn'and

''..'

.

ultimately, be more effetive. Beginning- where the disputants .are, the
developers using the theory will find that they can really' wofk through

the conflict in'a manner which is nh realistic yet improvement-oriented.

,,,'

..
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For example, the author has been engaged in two conflict management

efforts which Illustrate this "fit." The first one was an attempt to

a .per.-

force _people in

oriented big city

school

bureaudrity to -use

the collabOrative approach because, according to our miderstanding at
-the time, it was the "best" way to manage differences.

The technology

was powerful and compelling, and several people surfaced their disagree.-:
ments Openly in order -to set the stage for problem. solving.

this open sharing of information later

proved

However,

to be harmful to the-

4.

-participants._ The readily given data were used against them.-17

In the second- instance, an attempt to help an elementary,school
faculty beccmi* more

collaborative using, a"bargaining intervention proved to

tesuccesAil. Power parity was established between grade unit teams- and
once this was -accomplished, the people involved were better able to
manage -their conflitts thrciugh problem solving.18

Organizational theorists and developers are becoming, more realistic

about the appropriateness of three conflict management strategies, aware
that the use of each depends on the given situation.. For example, the
'National Training Laboratories, lcirg the ,prOponents of collaborative'
.

.

values, now regularly supports laboratory education for power.

Ail

three approaches are perceiVed. by members of the enterprise as: viable

alternatives for a given situation or
setting.

in

a particular organizational

The existence of the strategies 'should, be- acknowledged and they

should' be used. appropriately

/4?reover, it is assumed

and systematically.

'that. all

.ti
will occur quite naturally.

Many

that lead to' system imptoverment.

,of

types -of organizelional conflicts

them will promote creative tensions

Some power strategies will serve the

37
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S

individual and possibly the organUation
really dis7upting the organiiation itself.
are pi

variety of ways without

.

Only those disputes that..

dysfunctional should set the.machinery in potion.

The importance.of.an accurate diagnosis of the conflict situation

cannot be overemphasized 'A manager is not ready to-intervene until
hihas discerned the nature of the dispute and the major contingenCies,
and- he .s able to formulate a Contingency Theory. A key to effect
conflict management is to act appropriately (using one of the three
.

A

strategies) by trying to move the-conflict from where it StandStoa
position which is more "healthy" for the brganizatiofil

The literature is full of examples of inappropriate interventions: °

organization development consultants, for example, trying-to move the
organization to. a collaborative mode without the necessary preconditions
4

or, without using bargaining as a transition step; execupive who _

.

frequently advocate collaboration but donot support it, dornot'provide,
the conditions for it, and/or do not understand when and where to use

it.
The following step-model might prove useful as a diaghostit
procedure for conflict management to arrive at an operative Contingency
Theory.
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The coiriflict:manager
diagn ises and then. attempts- to use the mosi
..

0

.

-priiferted.-conifiit
niah4ement,
strategy.. if the necessary conditiOns are
.
.

.
-

.

,

not present in cOmbinatiori::toeassure
success,lhe retreats. in
.
.
.

-

order

-

4

to build them. For example, he may lead out with a .batgainirig .strategy
.
g

and 'then be compel-led to eltiploy.pater tactics, in Oder
. to piOvide the
.

ptedonditions for suCcesgfulbargainifig. -During the pokier sessions

he te:eValuates. all of the existing conditiOns Ld then tries to move.

,

"D.

the situation to the highest,. most responsive order of intervention in
the interest of the. organization which might very'well be the bargaining

.

mode.

In doing so, he is behaving realistically, because once he-has

settled the existing -crisis with power,. he.has the normative situation

as

.

a- guide to help managethe persons andivfactions toward a more collaborative

state, that is, if he can lull in the-Treconditiont that Make this pos" sible.
,

A

He opts -for the collaborative state Whenever feasible because of the

.greater incentive valuet

-the individuals in their relationships to

each other which, in turn, creates the non - survival excess, energy so

important to an organization's growth, Yet, Collaboration may, in fact -,-

be- very difficult to attain became of its rather demanding precondition.
,

-

In smeary, the manager must ,consider collaboration, bargaining,

.-

.

,

.

0

and power as strategies to be -used situationally for effective conflict
management.

This empirical -stance may help him to improve some Of the

most importantfpnctions of organizational nal , it well as grOwth of
the 'organization /itself for which he becomes. responsible,.'
r

5

.

4
.10

.

.
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